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The Helideck Certification 

Agency is the world's 

leading authority on all 

matters relating to the safe 

and compliant operation of 

helicopter landing areas.

Helideck 
Certification 
Agency
(HCA)
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The HCA license and provide guidance on helipad layout 

and dimensions for various helicopters to ensure it meets 

or exceeds current legislation, international standards and 

recommended practices.

helidecks.org



The standard […] shall 

apply to all moving

helidecks operating in 

European waters.

HCA rev 9b

Standard HMS
01-Nov-2020
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The HCA Standard HMS rev 9b can be downloaded from 

helidecks.org and can also be viewed on the Fugro 

Northstar™ HMS from the support page.

HCA Standard HMS rev 9b 

came into effect on

01 April 2021.

https://www.helidecks.org/index.php/information/downloads


For HCA standard, headings 

are always given in degrees 

relative to magnetic north.

Vessel movement from a 

GPS system (via VTG string) 

is required for helideck 

operations conducted while 

the vessel is underway.

Wind data presented on…both the pre-

landing and on-deck displays shall be 

‘apparent’ wind (also known as ‘relative’ 

wind), i.e. the wind shall not be 

corrected for motion of the vessel 

through the water.

All wind data shall be scaled to a height 

of 10m above the helideck surface.

HCA rev 9b

Wind Sensor
and
Vessel Heading
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With the introduction of the relative wind 

monitoring function, the anemometer used as the 

source for HMS wind data shall…be located away 

from the helideck (where it would likely be affected 

by rotor down wash).

Vessel heading is taken from the vessel gyro feed.



A dedicated MRU (motion 

reference unit) is used to 

determine the helideck 

attitude (pitch, roll, 

inclination), acceleration and 

heave at the centre of the 

helideck.

The forthcoming HCA rev 9c standard (due 2022) is 

expected have the following specific MRU requirement;

The accelerometer package/motion reference unit (MRU) 

should be mounted on the helideck support structure 

within a hemisphere under the helideck of radius 4.0 m, 

centred at the centre of the yellow touchdown/positioning 

marking circle.

HCA rev 9b

Helideck Motion 
Sensor
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Referred to as HLL (helideck 

landing limits).  These limits 

determine the permitted 

status of the helideck for 

landing a helicopter.

Category 1: Semi-submersibles including floating jack ups 

and all large vessels including FPSOs and tankers.

Category 2: Small vessels, e.g. DSVs and seismic vessels, with 

a helideck that offers good visual cues.

Category 3: Small vessels with poor visual cues.

P/R = Pitch and Roll (deg); INC = Helideck inclination (deg); SHR = Significant Heave Rate (m/s).

HCA rev 9b

Vessel Categories 
and Limits
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This screen will be displayed 

by default when there is no 

helicopter on the helideck.

HCA rev 9b

Pre-Landing
Display

Overview
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HCA rev 9b

Pre-Landing
Display

User Inputs
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▪ Drop-downs to select day/night and helicopter type.

▪ Helideck category will remain the same for majority.

▪ Enter magnetic heading of helicopter at touchdown as 

relayed by the pilot.

▪ These controls should only be unlocked at the browser 

of the radio operator (helideck operations control).

By default the user inputs 

will be locked out.

These controls can be 

unlocked on the

System → Update page for 

the helideck operator 

console.



HCA rev 9b

Pre-Landing
Display

Helideck Wind 
and Heading
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Wind speed is scaled 

to 10 meters above 

the helideck surface.

Wind speed is in 

knots and the 10 

minute mean is 

displayed by 

default.

All headings for 

HCA displays are 

relative to 

magnetic north.

Triangle indicates 

vessel bow.



HCA rev 9b

Pre-Landing
Display

On Deck Stability 
Limits – MSI/WSI
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WSI is;  The 10-minute mean free stream wind speed, corrected 

to a height of 10 metres above the helideck surface.

The WSI shall be displayed as a percentage of the maximum 

limiting WSImax , typically 43 knots.

MSI is;  A measure of the horizontal accelerations of the 

helideck relative to the vertical.  It is a ratio so is unitless.

Wind severity index (WSI)

Motion Severity Index (MSI)

A MSI/WSI exceedance will 

set the landing status to;

Yellow: Modified procedures

Landing status is 

based on a 

combination of 

touchdown limits 

(HLL) and MSI/WSI.

The XY plot has a 

‘snail-trail’ to 

indicate recent 

values.



These values are compared 

against the relevant HLL 

values.  If any one exceeds 

the limit then the landing 

status is;

Red: Do not land.

HCA rev 9b

Pre-Landing
Display

Touchdown 
Limits
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Pitch, roll and inclination are defined as;

The angle between the absolute horizon and the plane of the 

helideck…  The 20 minute maximum value is used.

Significant heave rate (SHR) is defined as;

The average of the one-third highest values of instantaneous heave 

rate recorded during the previous 20-minute monitoring period.

In order to avoid frequent changes to the status light when the 

SHR is close to the limit a hysteresis condition is used.  There may 

be periods when the indicated instantaneous SHR value is close 

to but above or below the limit but the status indication (red 

background) is not as expected because of the hysteresis check.



This display is accessed by 

clicking on the Touchdown 

limits area on the pre-

landing display.

HCA rev 9b

Vessel Motion 
History Display
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This shows the historical HLL values used to determine 

the landing status.

Note that attitude values plotted are the 20 minute 

maximum values for that period.



Landing status has four 

conditions;

• Blue (steady)

• Yellow (steady)

• Red (steady)

• Extinguished / no lamp

HCA rev 9b

Pre-Landing
Display

Landing Status
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Blue Safe to land based on pitch/roll/’processed’ 

SHR/inclination and MSI/WSI limits.

Yellow MSI/WSI limit only exceedance

(consider using modified operating procedures).

Red Do not land

(pitch, roll, SHR or inclination is out of limits).

None The light is extinguished if the HMS is inoperative.



It is recommended that local 

helideck procedures are 

thoroughly reviewed to take 

account of the new pre-

landing and on-deck traffic 

light indications.

HCA rev 9b

Landing 
Procedure and 
Warning 
Messages
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• Consult local helideck procedures for the appropriate 

action to take for each traffic light condition.

• On touchdown the HMS operator will enter the 

helicopter heading [°M] on the pre-landing page.  

This is a mandatory action.

• The system will auto-navigate to the on-deck display.

• If the given touchdown heading results in a relative 

wind direction (RWD) exceedance then a warning 

dialog box will advise the operator of this.

• This must be acknowledged before the system will 

navigate to the on-deck page.



This screen will be displayed 

by default when there is a 

helicopter on the helideck.

HCA rev 9b

On-Deck
Display

Overview
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The touchdown heading and 

time is indicated in the top 

left of the on-deck page.

• If required, due to error or re-orientation of the 

helicopter, the corrected helicopter heading can be 

entered here.

• Correcting the heading will reset the delta headings 

and show Corrected in the helicopter value box.

HCA rev 9b

On-Deck
Display

User Inputs
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• When the helicopter has departed, the operator will 

indicate this in the HMS by clicking on the Helicopter 

departed button.

• The system will auto-navigate to the on-deck display.



The helicompass display has a coloured ring representing 

the RWD limits according to the wind speed and 

helicopter heading.

The wind arrow is coloured the same as the RWD status.

HCA rev 9b

On-Deck
Display

Helideck Wind 
and Heading
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Wind speed is in 

knots and 2-min 

average is 

displayed by 

default.

All headings for 

HCA displays are 

relative to 

magnetic north.

Helicopter image 

overlayed to 

show heading.



Relative wind direction 

(RWD)

RWD is;  The 2-minute mean free stream wind direction 

relative to the longitudinal axis of a helicopter landed on 

the helideck.

It should be displayed as a positive number…with the sign 

represented by “R” or “L”.

Wind is the 2-minute mean at 10m above the helideck.

HCA rev 9b

On-Deck
Display

Relative Wind 
Direction Limits -
RWD
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The historical representation 

of the RWD status is shown 

along the top.

These graphs represent the changes (delta) in vessel 

heading and wind direction since the helicopter heading 

was last entered in to the system.

If the value exceeds the limit of the plot the background 

for that section is shown as flashing amber.

These values have no effect on the RWD status driving 

the on-deck traffic lights.  For information only.

HCA rev 9b

On-Deck
Display

Changes Since 
Touchdown
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RWD status has four 

conditions;

• Blue (slow flash, 2 sec.)

• Yellow (fast flash, 1 sec.)

• Red (fast flash, 1 sec.)

• Extinguished / no lamp

HCA rev 9b

On-Deck
Display

RWD Status
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Blue Relative wind direction within limits.

Yellow Impending relative wind limit exceedance

(investigate cause and identify appropriate 

mitigating action required).

Red Relative wind limit exceeded

(take appropriate mitigating action).

None The light is extinguished if the HMS is inoperative.



The meteorological data 

display area is the same on 

both pre-landing and on-

deck displays.

Meteorological data as specified by CAP 437 (or 

equivalent national standards) is presented here.

There is no direct advice on values or format for the data 

shown here. 

This part of the displays can be edited to suit client 

helideck operations.  e.g. show QFE or QNH pressure as 

preferred by the helicopter operators.

HCA rev 9b

Displays

Meteorological 
Data
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Please raise technical support 

via your project manager or 

by contacting,

northstar.support@fugro.com

HCA rev 9b

Support
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The support page contains contacts details for technical 

support and is found in the SYSTEM menu.

Details on this page can be customised to suit client 

requirements.

There are also links to a short user guide for the HMS, a 

local copy of the HCA rev 9b standard and a pdf version 

of this training presentation.



Together we create a safe

and liveable world

northstar.support@fugro.com

fugro.com

+44 1491 820 500

Thank you for your time and attention.

Any questions?


